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About This Game
H.O.L.O. Humanoid. Operated. Living. Organism.
HOLOCEPTION introduces a unique way to interact in VR. This game explores the extraordinary capabilities of the brain to
project itself into another entity and still manages to feel fully immersed.
The current game mode is an arena style combat simulator inspired by very popular movie action scenes.
Learn new ways to defeat your enemies the more you progress in levels.
Every time you play, the game feels different due to the physics-based combat!

Features
Incarnation System: The player incarnates and controls a small character in front of him. Using state-of-the-art IK
techniques, the head and hands positions are accurately reproducing the posture of the player but in 3rd person
perspective. Since the real player is much bigger than the character he controls, he can fully run, jump and climb with a
much lower likelihood to induce motions sickness compared to the first person view.
Interaction: Very immersive and intuitive interaction system to grab and equip anything you need very easily.
Flexible Camera System: Fully control the camera in real-time to choose the best angle to enjoy every moment of the
game! You can manually rotate, snap and zoom the camera. Liberty to choose a 1:1 scale or to see the game as a tiny
puppet world from a god's view.
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Advanced Physics: The game is fully physics-based and allows very realistic interactions and combat. Player and
enemies fully use IK and ragdolls for maximal immersion!
You can grab anything you want including enemies themselves and throw them around or use them as weapons on other
enemies.
Slow Motion: Manually trigger slow motion at your will to get a huge advantage over your enemies, block their attack
and avoid their bullets!
Weapons and Upgrades: A lot of weapons and a progression system with new unlockable upgrades and abilities.
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Title: Holoception
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Holonautic
Publisher:
Holonautic
Franchise:
Holoception
Release Date: Coming Soon
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 10
Processor: Intel Core i5 Sandy Bridge or equivalent
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: Nvidia GTX 960 or equivalent
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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